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Two hundred and eight first graders were assigned to one of three treatment
groups. Treatment A received initial instruction in letter names followed by sight
words; treatment B received initial instruction in letter names and sounds followed by
sight words; and treatment C received initial instruction in sight words followed by
letter names and sounds. The time spent and the materials used in reading instruction
outside the experimental situation were held constant for all three treatment groups.
Pretesting measure.s included the Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Analysis, subtests
of the Metropolitan .Readiness Test, and the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests, Level
I. Form B, Primary. Post-testing after 18 weeks included the word knowledge, word
discrimination, and reading subtests of the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form C.
Primary I Battery. Statistically significant differences favored treatment group B over
both treatments A and C in word knowledge and word discrimination. Differences were
significant in favor of both B and C over A in comprehension, but no significant
differences were found between B and C. Children of below-average readiness
benefited in treatment A in word perception only, while children of average readiness
benefited most from treatment B for all three criteria. Tables are included. (CM)
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Purpose of the Study

It was the purpose of this study to determine the effects of

initial instruction in letter names, initial instruction in letter

names and sounds, and initial instruction in sirlt words on

ae,ievement in first grads reading. The null hypotheses tested

in this study were:

There are no significant differences among groups in

the effects produced by the selective ordering of initial

instruction in letter names, letter names and sounds, and

sight words on ac7iievement on tests of word knowledge,

word discrimination, and comprehension (1) for subjects

in three treatment groups within the total sample, (2) for

sub-group samples of subjects representing three levels of

intelligence, and (3) for sub-group samples of subjects

representing three levels of reading readiness.

*Paper presented at meeting of American Educational Research
Association in Los Angeles, February 7, 1969



The Sample

The sample was composed of 208 first grade boys and girls

wlx) were distributed among three seaools in Columbia, Missouri.

Treatment Group A was composed of 28 boys and 32 girls, Treatment

Group B of 39 boys and 41 girls, Treatment Group C of 39 boys

and 29 girls. reach treatment group was composed of students in

three first grade classrooms in each schoolone classroom for

children classified as having high reading readiness status,

one classroom for children classified as having average reading

readiness status, and one classroom for children classified as

having low reading readiness status. The sample did not include

first grade children who had not attended kindergarten, children

who were foreign-language oriented, or children who entered school

after initiation of experimental treatments.

rre-Test Procedures

Pro-tests included tests of letter knowledge possessed by

students prior to entrance in first grade as measured the second

week of the school term by means of the plIonemes test and letter

names test included in the Murphy-Durroll Reading Readiness

knalysis. Further testing of letter knowledge was carried on by

means of specially constructed individual tests of letter names

and sounds. The first three sub-tests of the Metropolitan Readi-

ness Test were administered during the third week of the school

term to measure information and oral language comprehension of

words and sentences. Deviation intelligence quotients of students

in the sample were established by means of the Lorge-Thorndike

Intelligence Tests, Level I, Form B, Primary Battery.
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Instructional Procedures

Instruction in experimental variables began the second week

of the school term for all treatment groups. Treatment Group A

received initial instruction in letter names followed by instruc-

tion in sight words. These lessons included activities in

distinguishing letter forms from one another, finding sp,cific

letters in words, matching letters, associating upper-case and

lower-case letters, checking ability to identify letter names

and to name letters shown.

Treatment Group B received initial instruction in letter

names and sounds followod by sight words. These lessons included

activities in distinguishing letter forms from ono another,

listening for beginning sounds in words, associating letter sounds

and forms, and matching beginning sounds and lettors.

Treatment Group C recoived initial instruction in sight

words followed by the teaching of letter names and sounds. Lessons

involved activities in visual and auditory perception of whole

words, configuration clues, whole words in sentences, relation

of oral expression to written oxpression, and activities in matching

like words and noting details in words without reference to letter

names or sounds. Some lessons were designed to roinforce

knowledge of sight words and associate sight words with meaning

in different contexts.

The time spent in reading instruction and the materials used

during instructional time not devoted to the experimental variable

wore held constant for each of the throe treatment groups. All

treatment groups used the same basal materials for reading instruc-

tion during instructional time not devoted to the experimental

variable.



Measurement of the criterion variables (word knowledge,

word discrimination, and comprehension) was accomplished at the

end of the eighteenth week of the term by means of the Metropolitan

Achievement Test, Primary I Battery, Form C. Tho first sub-test,

Word Knowledge, was utilized to measure the examinee's sight

vocabulary or word recognition ability. The sub-test, Word

Discrimination, was utilized to measure the ability to associate

letter and word symbols with sounds. With the third sub-test,

;loading, ability to comprehend sentences and paragraphs was

evaluated.

Findings

An analysis of covariance technique was used to test the

throe major hypotheses. Statistically controlled variables wore

prior knowledgo of 1-yttor names, prior hnowledge of letter sounds,

information and oral language comprehension, and intelligence.

When the analysis of covariance resulted in the rejection of

a null hypothesis, Scheffels Method for Multiple Comparisons was

utilized. Tho .05 level of significance was accepted as criterion

for the rejection of the null hypoth-)sis.

The first hypothesis tested related to the significant

differences between moans in word knowledge, word discrimination,

and comprehension for the throe treatment groups within the total

snmple. On Tablos I, II, and III are shown the differences among

the adjusted means for the three treatment groups within the total

sample. Statistically significant differences in achievement in

word knowledge and word discrimination favored Treatment Group 3

ever both Treatment Groups A and C. There were no significant

difforencos between Treatment Groups A nnd C in achievement in



word Imowledge or in word discrimination. No significant

differences existed between Treatment Groups 3 and C in achieve-

ment in comprehension. Differences were significant in favor of

both Treatment Groups 3 and C over Treatment Group A in achievement

in comprehension.

The second hypothesis tested related to the significant

differences between means on the three criterion measures for

children on three intelligence levels. On Tables IV, V, and VI

are shown the differences among the adjusted means for sub-group

samples of children with intelligence quotients from 120 to 130.

Significant differences in achievement in all three criterion

measures favored Treatment Group B over Treatment Group A. The

differences failed to meet the criterion of significance in

achievement in either criterion measure between Treatment Groups B

and C or between Treatment Groups A and C.

On Tables VII, VIII, and IX are shown the findings for sub-

group samples of children with intelligence quotients from 9C to

110. Significant differences in achievement in word knowledge

and word discrimination favored Treatment Group 3 over both

Treatment Groups A and C. There were no statistically signifi-

cant differences between Treatment Groups A and C in achievement

in word knowledge or word discrimination. Significant differences

favored Treatment Group 3 over Treatment Group A in achievement

in ccmprehension, but no significant differences existed between

Treatment Groups 3 and C or between Treatment Groups A and C in

achievement in comprehension.

Since no differences between treatment groups met the

criterion of statistical significance at the .05 level of confi-

dence in either of the criterion measures for sub-group samples



of children with intelligence quotients from 79 to 97, Scheffe's

test was not employed.

The third major hypothesis to be tested concerned the signifi-

cant differences botween means in word knowledge, word discrimi-

nation, and comprehension for sub-group samples of children on

three reading readiness levels. On Tables X, XI, and XII are

shown the differences among the adjusted means for sub-group

samples of children with above-average reading readiness.

Significant differences in achievement on all three criterion

measures favored Treatment Groups B and C over Treatment Group A.

No significant differences existed between Treatment Groups B

and C on tests of achievement in either of the criterion measures.

On Tables XIII, XIV, and XV are shown the findings related

to the sub-group sample of children with average reading readi-

ness. Significant differences favored Treatment Group B over

both Treatment Groups A and C in achievement on tests of word

Lnowledge, word discrimination, and comprehension.

On Tables XVI and XVII are shown the findings relative to

sub-group samples of children with below-average reading readiness.

Differences of significance favored Treatment Group A over both

Treatment Groups 3 and C, and Treatment Group 3 over Treatment

Group C in achievement on tests of word knowledge. Significant

differences in achievement on tests of word discrimination

favored Treatment Groups L and B over Treatment Group C, but

differences between Treatment Groups A and B failed to meet the

criterion of significance. No significant differences existed

among treatment groups in achievement on tests of comprehension,

so Scheffe's test was not employed.
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Conclusions

3ased on the findings of this investigation and within its

limitations, certain conclusions may be drawn about the reading

achievement of children in February of the first grade. These

conclusions are the following:

1. Initial instruction in letter names and sounds produces

greater achievement in word percoption than does initial

instruction in either letter names ot sight words. 3owever,

when comprehension becomes the criterion of achievement,

there is little difference between the value of letter

names and sounds and sight words in the effects produced

by their teaching.

2. For children with intelligence quotients between 9C and 119

initial instruction in letter names and sounds produces

higher achievement in word perception, but not in compre-

hension, than does instruction in sight words. However,

on uo other intelligence levels were any differences of

significance apparent in the effects produced by instruction

in letter names and sounds or sight words on any of the

three measures of reading achievement.

3. Initial instruction in letter names and sounds appears to

be an aid in reading achievement chiefly for those children

who are average on measures of reading readiness.

Initial instruction in letter names appears to be of value

to reading achievement mainly for children below average

on measures of reading readiness and then only in word

percvption.



Impaicnticns of ne Findings for nducation

The findings in this investigation have certain implications

for instruction in beginning reading. First of all, letter names

and sounds seem to have a significant advantage in producing

achievement in word knowledge and in word discrimination, but

not in producing achievement in comprehension. If word perception

is to be the primary goal of beginning reading instruction, it

would seem that early emphasis in instruction should be on letter

names and sounds. If, however, comprehension is the primary goal,

there would appear to be little merit in a concentrated program

of instruction in letter names and sounds apart from ingtruction

in sight words.

Ssoondly, instruction in letter names alone seems to have

little effect on achievement in beginning reading except for

children who are below average in reading readiness. Xven for

those children, however, initial instruction in letter names

produces no significant effect on achievement in comprehension.

It might appear, therefore, that time might be more economically

utilized on other procedures that make a greater contribution to

achievement of goals in beginning reading. If the contribution

of an emphasis on symbo/s is the development of attention and

persistence and the development of ability to follow directions,

there might be other factors in instruction which could produce

the same results and also contribute more significantly to

reading development.
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TABLE ni
ADJUSTED MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCES ON 7ORD KNO/ILEDGE

FOR THREE TREATMENT GROUPS OF CHILDREN 7ITH
INTELLIGENCE lUOTIENTS FROM 120 TO 130

Xj XJ

KB 29.4105 3.7795

rcc 27.604 1.973
aA 25.631

1.8065

TP,BLE V

ADJUSTED MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCES ON 7ORD DISCRIMINMION
FOR THREE TREATMEHT GROUrS OF CHILDREN 7ITH

INTELLIGENCE WOTIENTS FROM 120 TO 130

J A
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TABLE VI

ADJUSTED MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCES OH READING (COMPREHENSION)
FOR THREE TREATMENT GROUPS OF CHILDREN 7ITH

INTELLIGENCE lUOTIENTS FROM 120 TO 130
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TABLE VII

ADJUSTED MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCES ON WORD KNO7LEDGE
FOR THREE TREETMENT GROUPS OF CHILDREN WITH

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS FROM 98 TO 119
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TABLE VIII

ADJUSTED MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCES ON WORD DISCRIMINATION
FOR THREE TREATMENT GROUPS OF CHILDREN WITH

INTELLIGENCE WOTIENTS FROM 98 TO 119

XC

26.4303

22.3422

22.316

4.1143 4.0881
OOOOO
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TABLE IX

ADJUSTED MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCES ON READING (COMPREHENSION)
FOR THREE TREATMENT GROUPS OF CHILDREN WITH

INTELLIGENCE lUOTIENTS FROM 98 TO 119

Tc
Tcj C

x -

MO/

x
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XC 21.0334

x
A 17.8435

5.5847 2.3948
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TABLE X

ADJUSTED MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCES ON WORD KNOWLEDLE
FOR THREE TREATMENT GROUPS OF CHILDREN 7ITH
AN ABOVEAVERAGE READING READINESS STATUS
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TABLE XI

ADJUSTED MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCES ON 70RD DISCRIMINATIONFOR THREE TREATMENT GROUPS OF CHILDREN WITH
AN ABOVEAVERAGE READING READINESS STATUS

3E13 30.2671

TcC 28.6852

FcA 24.9746

5.2925

3.7106

OOOOO
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TABLE XII

ADJUSTED MEANS AND MEAN DIFFERENCES ON READING (COMPREHENSION)FOR THREE TREATMENT GROUPS OF CHILDREN WITHAN ABOVEMI:RIM READING READINESS STATUS

Tc
TcB

28.6152

27.5206

20.1215

8.4937

7.3991

1.0946



TABLE XIII

ADJUSTED MEANS AND mnAN DIFFERSUCES OU 7ORD KNOMEDGE
FOR TERM TREATMENT GROUPS OF CHILDREN 7ITH

AN AVERAGE READING READINESS STLTUS

OWN.xi xC TEJ - -A
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TABLE XIV

ADJUSTED imam AND MEAN DIFFERENCES ON 7ORD DISCRIMINETION
FOR THREE TREATMENT GROUPS OF CNILDREN 7ITH

f.VERAGE READING READINESS STATUS
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TABLE XV

1111<

ADJUSTED MEANS END MEAN DIFFERENCES OU READING (COMMEHENSION)
FOR THREE TREATMENT GROUPS OF CHILDREN 7ITM

AN EVERAGE READING READINESS STEWS
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TABLE XVI

ADJUSTED MEAHS AHD MEAN DIFFERENCES ON 70RD ICHO-ILEDGE
FOR TEREE TREATMENT GROUPS OF CHILDREN 7ITHI. BEL07-AVERAGE READING'REiDINESS STLTUS

Ti rtj - -J 13
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TABLE XVII

ADJUSTED MEANS LND MEAN DIFFERENCES OH 7ORD DISCRIMINATION
FOR THREE TRELTMENT GROU7S OF CHILDREN 7ITH
A BEL07-AVERAGE READING ammunss STATUS
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